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of our Campus
Aerial view of a section of Covenant University showing in the foreground the University Chapel, the Library and a Student Hostel.

One of the open spaces in Covenant University.

Aerial view of a section of CU showing in the foreground the University’s Sport Centre and Engineering Workshops.
OUR CAMPUS

One of the open spaces in Covenant University, showing the University Chapel and the Library

One of the floral gardens in Covenant University

One of the roads in Covenant University
One of the floral gardens in Covenant University

One of the floral gardens in Covenant University

One of the floral gardens in Covenant University

A section of Covenant University Campus showing the foreground the Senate building
An aerial view of a section of Covenant University Campus showing on the foreground some residential quarters

One of the Student Halls of Residence

One of the open spaces in Covenant University
The Senate Building
The Senate Chamber

A night scene at Covenant University showing the Senate Building

The Senate Chamber

An aerial view of the Senate Building
The College of Business and Social Sciences (CBSS)/College of Leadership and Development Studies (CLDS)
OUR CAMPUS

Side view of CBSS/CLDS

Front view of CBSS/CLDS

One of the courtyards in CBSS/CLDS
The College of Science and Technology (CST)
OUR CAMPUS

Electrical and Electronic Engineering Building

Civil Engineering Building
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Reference section of the Library

Teleconferencing section of the Library

An aerial view of Centre for Learning Resources

Serial section of the Library
The imposing University Chapel
Centre for Entrepreneurial Development Studies (CEDS)
OUR CAMPUS

Some of the Products from CEDS

Fashion Designing Unit of CEDS

Fishery Unit of CEDS

Some of the Products from CEDS
Zenith Bank / Covenant University ICT Centre

One of the computer Labs in the Zenith Bank / Covenant University ICT Centre
Conference Support Facilities
CONFERENCE SUPPORT FACILITIES

Ultra Modern African Leadership Development Centre (ALDC)
CONFERENCE SUPPORT FACILITIES

A conference session at ALDC

An aerial view of the ALDC foyer

The main bowl of African Leadership Development Centre
1st Covenant University International Conference on African Development Issues hosted at ALDC

A conference session at ALDC
The multipurpose twin Lecture Theatre
CONFERENCE SUPPORT FACILITIES

One of the conference sessions at the Lecture Theatre

One of the main bowl of the Lecture Theatre
A 100-room capacity University Guest House
CONFERENCE SUPPORT FACILITIES

One of the rooms in the Guest House

One of the conference rooms in the Guest House

Restaurant section of the University Guest House

Reception area of the University Guest House
Cafeteria 1: Centrally located in the Students Halls of Residence
Cafetaria 2: Situated in the academic area of the University Campus

One of the serving points in Cafeteria 1

Students diners in one of the Cafeterias
Expansion Strategies

- In this class we will look at two main strategies firms can take for expansion and growth. They are:
  - Diversification
  - Vertical Integration
- To achieve either of these, firms may have to set up new departments, subsidiary or venture for the expansion. However, for firms that do not want to go through the long process of starting another venture afresh, adopt the processes of:
  - Mergers and
  - Acquisition
CONFERENCE SUPPORT FACILITIES

Mass Communication Studio

Multipurpose Hall facility in CEDS

Conference support facility in CEDS
Health Facilities
The Ultra Modern University Health Centre with 70 Bed spaces
HEALTH FACILITIES

Throat, Nose and Ear Clinic of the Health Centre

One of the delivery rooms at the University Health Centre

A set of triplet delivered at the University Health Centre
HEALTH FACILITIES

Dental section of the Health Centre

Laboratory section of the Health Centre

A Nurse Bay section of the Health Centre

One of the wards in the Health Centre
Residential Facilities
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

One of the Ten Students Halls of Residence
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

Mary Hall: One of the Students Halls of Residence

Joseph Hall: One of the Students Halls of Residence
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

Professors’ quarters of 4 bedroom duplexes

PG Quarters: A condominium of 2 and 1 bedroom flats
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

Senior Staff quarters of 3 bedroom block of flats

CU New Estate residential quarters with blocks of 3 bedroom flats, 2 bedroom flats and 4 bedroom duplexes
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES

Back view of the Senior Staff quarters

Aerial view of the 2 bedroom terraces

One of the 2 bedroom terraces